2001 dodge dakota pcm replacement
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Dakota that you need a replacement pcm for? If you've been endlessly searching for a cheaper
option on a power control module for your Dodge, then consider Solo Automotive Electronics to
help get you back on the road. Our pcm auto computers are inexpensive compared to a power
control module from a dealer or local part vendor. Solo Automotive Electronics technicians are
experts repairing Dodge pcms , due to the shier volume of Dodge cars, vehicles, suvs, and
trucks. In fact, we are so confident in our rebuilt pcms that we back all our auto computers with
a Life Time Warranty. If you don't see the pcm for your Dodge Dakota, year and make, call our
toll free line and one of our technicians will help locate a refurbished one for you. Call us today
and help us get your car back on the road! View as Grid List. Shop By. Dodge Dakota PCM.
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performance of Dodge Dakota vehicles and provide the certainty that the repair will be done
right the first time. Parts that fit. Parts that perform. Select a Dodge Dakota Driveline. We are
your source for Factory Dodge Parts. Genuine Dodge parts are the smart choice for repair,
maintenance, or upgrade of your Dodge Dakota. When you choose OEM parts for your vehicle,
you're choosing to maintain the quality and reliability of your vehicle, ensuring peak
performance mile after mile. Our extensive inventory of parts is maintained by the experienced
professionals who know your vehicle best, so you can trust that you're getting the right parts
every time with Factory Chrysler Parts. As a leading Dodge parts provider online, we set
ourselves apart from the crowd with our excellent customer service, which you can reach by
phone or email. Get the right parts for the right price, right when you want them, with our
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is the process of replacing the existing software in a vehicle controller with new software. This
process is also known as ECM reprogramming, flashing, reprogramming, programming or
reconfiguring. You could compare reflashing to demolishing a house, and then building another
house according to the exact same blueprints in its place. Plus, it will contain all the latest
improvements. There are several reasons why you might want to reflash your Dodge Powertrain
Control Module. If your car has been having problems whose root causes are hard to find, more
often than not it will have something to do with the computer system. While newer vehicles
come with standard applications ready for owner use, older automobiles with PCM modules
require code sourcing. If you have a Dodge vehicle manufactured between and and plan to
install new or aftermarket sensor units, your power control module PCM may not recognize the
new equipment. Current owners of Dodge vehicles built and sold before can perform their own
PCM reprogramming, but they need some specific equipment on hand as well as a digital
program that is used to convey information to the module. PCM flash tools include:. Tech 2
scan tool or pass-through reprogramming device â€” Look for one that is J compliant.
Subscription â€” The proper calibration software can be downloaded from the Internet in Flash
version after the vehicle owner has purchased the TIS subscription. Obtain the proper
calibration software from GM and download to your PC. Before you start the procedure, make

sure the battery is fully charged. Start the GM recalibration software program on your PC and
enter the vehicle information year, make, model, etc. Connect the Tech 2 scan tool to the
diagnostic connector on the vehicle located under the dash near the steering column. Switch
the Tech 2 scan tool on and wait for the Start screen. Choose the operating system, engine, fuel
system, speedometer or transmission. Start the transfer of data. As the software is loaded, you
will see a progress bar. The reprogramming procedure usually takes minutes. When the
software has finished loading, it will note that programming is complete. Turn off the ignition,
then disconnect the scan tool. Even experts report that sometimes the PCM will reprogram
correctly but another control unit will not, causing the whole operation to stall or abort.
Sometimes it takes multiple attempts to complete the operation. There are a few common
problems that can arise during the procedure:. Throughout the reprogramming operation,
battery voltage must remain constant. Sometimes the job goes quickly and a jumper pack will
provide enough extra power. If the job takes an hour or more, even the slight AC ripple
produced by a standard battery charger is enough to cause a problem. Some battery chargers
are made to provide clean voltage for reprogramming. When shopping, look for electronically
controlled battery chargers and power supplies that mention reprogramming or reflashing. If the
battery voltage falls too low during that first start-up, the PCM may not initialize correctly. Only
an updated calibration can be loaded into the vehicle computer. So bear in mind that there is no
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read customer reviews for both brand new and refurbished parts, as they both can be higher or
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provide you with a substantial discount. For professional advice please contact our specialists.
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